What are X-rays. X-rays are generated by passing the current from an induction coil through a glass tube from which almost all the air has been removed. In cases where a Grookes tube of ordinary glass is used without either shield or focussing tube it is essential to protect the patient's skin from burning by expansive sheets of lead-foil. They must be We then, having seen everything of interest in the surgical ward, proceeded to the lunatic wards. These are arranged on the pavilion system. Here it was cleaningday and the patients were helping to polish the floors; further on a number of women were contentedly sewing,, all looked tidy and well-cared for. The nurse who accompanied me assured me that they could be easily managed by kindness, and it was not difficult to see that she was on, excellent terms with them all. The dormitories, containing about 20 beds each, were orderly and well-ventilated; a very > few patients were in bed. A large square garden provided space for exercise for the 200 female patients. From the lunatic wards we went to the museum, where I was shown, some very uncanny-looking objects; models of abnormal limbs in glass cases, a full-length figure representing extra-> ordinary deformity, and other interesting but more or less , dreadful objects. After the museum came the electric department, where nervous diseases are treated. The head, nurse explained rapidly the use of the various appliances, but being Saturday and also cleaning day, I could not see everything to advantage. The children's ward came next. This t was a long bungalow ward ; most of the patients had gone to school, I presume within the precincts of the hospital grounds, only a few remaining in bed. One paralysed girl was busy > making doll's clothes, she seemed contented in spite of her , sad affliction. I was sorry not to see all the other occupants of the 25 beds, yet it was well for them that they were able to get up and go to school.
The Kitchens.
Lastly I saw the kitchens and they were a sight to be > remembered. A long building, as large as many of our largest wards, was in the hands of white-jacketed cooks, who must have a busy life of it. ? After cooking the mid-day meal.. for their 5,000 clients they were enjoying a slight respite from their labours. A regular army of copper boilers were shining like burnished gold, and kitchen utensils hung upon . the walls in imposing array. At one end of this immense r kitchen was a department that looked like a butcher's shop. Here were displayed legs and shoulders of mutton, sides and haunches of beef, and heads and tails of both. All was in excellent order, and reflected great credit on the organising qualities of the culinary manager-in-chief, though I did not happen to see him. About midday women were hurrying in all directions with appetising-looking dinners. The first meal of the day is at 7 a.m., the next at 11.30, and the last at 4.30. This rule is for ordinary diet; different regulations, of course, are carried out for fever diet and special cases.
Nukses and their Training.
The nurses' uniform consists of holland dresses, white turndown collars with a small black ribbon bow to fasten them, white aprons, and small stiff caps; these caps vary according to the grade of the nurse. The head nurse wears a black one, the next in rank wears a white one with a black stripe on the loops of the front bow, and the third and fourth nurses wear a white one, pure and simple, with the stiff little bow in the front and two stiff streamers hanging down behind. The fourth nurse wears a blue dress, and is equivalent to our wardmaid in England, except that she has the privilege of rising to be a surveillante if she is sufficiently capable. The nurses are received first for a month on trial, then they go through a course of training lasting from October to July ; this includes lectures on physiology, anatomy, nervous diseases, etc., and 
